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Constraint on the S-wave velocity at the base of the
mantle

EldonoreStutzmann
•, Lev Vinnik2, Ana Ferreira•, and SatishSingh•
Abstract. Somerecent seismicstudieshave suggested can be causedby partial melt whichimpliesa 3:1 ratio
the presenceof a thin ultra-low P-wave velocity layer between S-wave and P-wave velocities and thus around

(ULVZ) at the baseof the mantle,whichis interpreted 30% of S-wavevelocityreduction[Williamsand Garnero 1996]. However,compellingevidenceof partial
melting in D" is missing.The observations
related to

to be due to presenceof partial melting. Partial melting
would lead to a strong decreaseof the S-wave velocity
for which there is no seismic evidence.

Such a decrease

ULVZ have been made with the P waves,whereasthe
idea of melting can be tested only with the data sensitive to S-wave velocity. There is a trade-off between
the valuesof P-waveand S-wavevelocities,densityand
thicknessof the ultra low velocity layer inferred from
the observations
of SPdKS phase[Garneroand Helmberger,1998].

in the S-wave velocity would produce a strong precursor to SKS phase from the conversionof S to P at
the upper boundary of the layer. We analyze recordsof
events from the subduction

zones in the south-west

Pa-

cific region obtained at stations in North America. At
the sourceside, the convertedphasespropagatein the
region, where the ultra-low P-wave velocity has been
found earlier. Our analysis demonstrates that either
the S-wave velocity drop in this layer is much smaller
than predictedby the hypothesisof melting, or the layer

In thisstudywetestthe hypothesis
of partialmelting
with a technique,which allows us to take into account
the stronglateral heterogeneityof the lowermostmantle
and to avoid the trade-offbetweenvariousparameters
of the ULVZ. If a layer of reducedS-wave velocityis
presentat the baseof D", its upperboundarymay generate S-to-P converted phase that would arrive as a
precursorto SKS phase. S-to-P convertedphasesare
stronglysensitiveonly to the S-wave velocitycontrast
at the discontinuity,which practically excludesa trade-

is so thin (lessthan about 10-15 km) that it can not
be detected with our technique.

Introduction

Structure of the D" layer at the base of the mantle is of interest, becauseit may be closely related to

the Earth'sdynamics.Doornbosand Hilton [1989]sug-

off betweenS-wavevelocityand the other parameters
of the layer. Moreover,the requiredsharpness
of the

gestedthat the P-wave velocity in a thin layer at the
baseof the mantle in the central Pacific is anomalously
low. The SPdKS seismicphase generated by earthquakes in subduction zones in the south-west Pacific
arrives to North America later than predicted by stan-

dard models[Garneroet al. 1993].SPdKS propagates

60'

partly as SKS phaseand partly as Pdiff phasealong
the core-mantleboundary[Kindand Mueller1975,Choy
1977]. The late arrival of SPdKS phaseis explained

by a strongreductionof P-wavevelocity(-10%) in a
layer having variable thickness(5-40km) at the base
of the mantle (for a reviewseeGarneroet al., 1998).

30'

Strong lateral heterogeneityof the ULVZ is manifested
by large differencesin amplitudes and travel times of

SPdKS phaseat nearly identicalwavepaths [Garnero
andHelmberger,1998].The lowP-wavevelocity(-10%)
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Figure 1. Projectionsof raypathsof SKS phasebetweenevents(stars) stations(triangles).Thepoints
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of conversion from S to P on the source side are marked
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by filled circles. Large and small polygonsrepresent
the area of ultra-low velocityaccordingto Garneroet
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al. [1998]andGarneroandHelmberger
[1996].
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boundary is not limited by a few kilometers. The data
base of our study consistsof the broad-band recordsof
intermediate and deep events in the south-westPacific
at digital seismographstationsin North America. Epicenters of these seismic events, seismographstations,
surfaceprojectionsof the wave paths and points of conversion at CMB are shown in Figure 1. We assume
in agreementwith previousstudies,that the anomalous
layer is presentonly at the sourcesideof the wavepaths.
The points of conversionfor these paths are located
within the area where ULVZ has been previously re-

ported [Garneroet al. 1998].
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1. List of events.

Date

Lat. Long. Depth

Stations& dist.(ø)

-20.24

WFM
WFM
WFM
WFM

179.02

568

-21.86-178.86

565

- 19.95

222

-17.69-178.11

568

94/03/31

-22.04-179.30

607

94/10/27

-25.75

541

HRV 121, LMQ 122

95/01/17
96/08/05
96/11/05
97/05/25

-20.70-179.13

649

FCC 109
SSPA 112

- 175.71

-20.29-175.96

215

-17.78-174.77

244

-18.51-178.92

504

-23.15-179.83
-20.67-178.52

HRV
HRV

111
115

559

HRV

119

590

HRV 116, WFM 116

-22.45-177.96

394

-17.70-178.41

608

HRV
HRV

117
114

-17.54-178.75

592

GAC

112

-18.88

223

CCM 109, HRV 124
DRLN 123, FRB 114
HRV 114, LMQ 115

169.08

Modeling the effect of ULVZ

WFM

The product of transmissioncoefficientsfor $KS at

CMB (from the mantleto the coreand back)is inde-

distance of around 1070, and the ray theory is appli-

-20.71-178.16

555

-30.95

- 179.72

367

-32.02

-179.94

345

114

FRB 119, GAC 115
HRV

179.38

pendent of frequency for the values of ray parameter,

p, lessthan 255 s [Choy 1977]. The critical valueof
the ray parameterfor $K$ is achievedat an epicentral

118
117
114
114

86/06/16
86/06/28
87/03/19
89/03/11
90/06/08
90/07/22
91/09/30
92/07/11
93/03/21
93/04/16
94/02/11
94/03/09

HRV
FFC
CCM
HRV
HRV
HRV

117

116, RES 108
108, GOGA 111
108, FFC 109
124, SSPA 119
122, SSPA 117
118, SSPA 113

cable at larger distance. In the presenceof ULVZ the
-26.45
178.52 621
critical value of p for the $-to-P conversionat CMB is
97/09/04
-22.27-179.35
609
98/05/16
reachedat a smaller distance, but for a thin ULVZ the
critical distancefor its upper boundary remainspractiSynthetic seismogramswere computed using Gauscally the same. In the overcriticaldistancerange,where
sian
beam technique[Weber 1988]. Focalplanesoluthe ray theory is applicable,the lateral heterogeneities
tions
and sourcefunctions were adopted from Harvard
of D" and in particular the differencebetween D" at
catalog
and from the University of Michigan catalog
the sourceand the receiver side can be easily taken into
account.
[Ruff and Miller, 1994], respectively. The synthetic
We considerthe model shown in Figure 2, in which seismogramswere convolved with attenuation operaULVZ is present only at the sourceside, whereasat the tor. Accordingto Choy and Cormier[1986],Q in most
of the mantle is high at frequenciesmuch higher than

receiver
sidethemodelis IASP91[Kennett1991].The

phasewhicharrivesinsteadof SKS is SsKS, where
first $ is for the mantleand D" layerabovethe ULVZ
at the sourceside,second$ is for the path in ULVZ
and KS is for the rest of the ray path up to the receiver.The phase,converted
fromtheupperboundary

of ULVZis $?KS, whereP is for thepathin ULVZ.
For ULVZ with velocity reductions5Vp = -10% and

5Vs = -30%, the amplitude
ratio SPKS/SSKSis
closeto 0.6, and practicallyindependent
of distancein

thedistance
rangeof interest(109to 122degrees).
For
theS andP velocities
reduced
by30%and10%,respectively,thelayerthickness
of 30, 20 and10kmyieldsthe
leadtimeof SpKS around3.8s, 2.3s and1.3s. In the
epicentraldistancerangeof interest,thesevaluesare
almost independentof distance.
STATION
t

EA RT!iQUA KE

S ',

S

10-30
I

,;,

0.3 Hz and low at frequenciesmuch lower than 0.3 Hz.
Our data have a limited frequency range around 0.3
Hz. Therefore we assumedt* to be independentof frequency. For different stations the value of t* varied

between 1.5 and 2.5 s in a broad agreementwith the
estimatesby Choy and Cormier [1986]. Our synthetic
seismogramslook different from those computedwith a
reflectivitymethodby Garneroand Helmberger[1998]
for comparable models. There are three main reasons
for this. First, the ULVZ layer in the models considered by G arnero and Helmberger is presentin both the
sourceand the receiverregions,whereasin our models
it is present only on the source side. Second, our seismogramshave much shorter periods. At shorterperiods
•the precursoris better separatedfrom the main phase.
Third, the synthetic seismogramswhich are calculated
with 1-D reflectivity method containmultiple reflections
in ULVZ. Thesephasescan propagatewithin a continuous, laterally homogeneous
ULVZ, but the assumption
of lateral homogeneityis not applicableto the D" layer
beneaththe Pacific[Vinnik et al. 1998].

KM

CMB

Data analysis
K

Figure 2.

Raypathsof phasesSsKS and S• KS.

The broad-bandseismograms
(Table 1) weredeconvolved by the instrument responseto obtain displace-
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Figure 4. Broad-band(left) and high-pass
filtered
(right) recordscorresponding
to commonconversion
point. Stationand eventare written on eachplot.
and to make them more clear, the broad-band records
were high-passfiltered with a cut-off at 0.2 Hz.

On the filtered records,one can seethat the observed
SKS consistsof a sharp main lobe, which is followed
by weakeroscillations.Contrary to the real records,the
syntheticseismograms
for ULVZ with a thicknessof 30
km containa precursor,whichis only twice weakerthan
the main signal. The syntheticsfor a 20 km thick layer
contain two main lobesof similar amplitudes, which are
followedby the downwardmotion, about twice stronger
than in the real data. The two lobes correspond to

S$KS and SPKS phasesin Figure2. The amplitude
ratio betweenSPKS and S$KS phasesis muchlarger
than the ratio between their transmission coefficients,

-10

0

10

-10

TIME
IS]

0

10

TIME
IS]

becausethe tail of SPKS interferesdestructivelywith
S$KS phase.For ULVZ 10 km thick the discrepancy
is less striking, but the main lobe in the synthetics
is broader than in the real data. The synthetics for

Figure3. Comparison
ofobserved
andsynthetic
seis-IASP91 provide much better fit to the real data than
mograms:
a-c- broad-band
(left)andhigh-pass
filtered(right)
displacement
records
ofSKSphase
(solidthose for the models with the reduced S wave velocity.
line).Synthetic
seismograms
areforIASP91
(dotted
line),andmodels
containing
20and30kmthickULVZ
ROUGH
DATA
HIGHPASSFILTERED
DATA
(dashed
anddot-dashed
line,respectively);
d- high-pass 140 ....
•
filtered
displacement
records
ofSKSphase
(solid
line)
andsynthetic
seismograms
forIASP91
(dotted
line)and
modelwith10kmthickULVZ(dashed
line).Eventdate

135

and station are shownon each plot.

130
ment.Figure3 shows
theradial(R) component
ofsome
of thedeconvolved
seismograms
with a simpleandshort
sourcetime function.Theseseismograms
are compared

with the corresponding
syntheticseismograms.
The
maximum
amplitudes
of botharenormalized
to unity.
The synthetics
arecalculated
for IASP91andmodel
with ULVZ at the sourceside.In agreementwith Gar-
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20
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-40-20
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20

40

neroetal. (1998),theS andP-wave
velocities
inULVZ

TIME
IS]

TIME
[S]

arereducedrelativeto IASP91by 30%and10%,respec- Figure 5.

Broad-band(left) and high-pass
filtered

tively,andtheassumed
thickness
ofthelayeris30,20or (right) recordscorresponding
to Table 1. The traces
with inversepolarity are multiplied by-1, amplitudes
realseismograms
arenotwellseenin thebroadband, are normalizedto unity, and the main lobesare aligned.

10 km. The differences
betweenthe syntheticsand the
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not relatedto melting,or the layeris too thin to be re-

solved
withourtechnique.
A possibility
ofmeltingin a
thickerzonestillexists,
if meltisin manyverythinlay-

0.5

0,0
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-20
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I , I , , , I
-20

0

20
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ers. In the resultingfine-layeredmediumthe horizontal
P-wavevelocitycan be low, but the •q-wavevelocities
are stronglydifferentfrom thosepredictedfor ULVZ

[Vinnik
et al. 1998].Significant
anisotropy
(transverse

Figure 6. Stacksof mostbroad-band(left) and high- isotropy)
ratherthanthe ultra-lowS-wave
velocityis
passfiltered(right) recordsdisplayed
in Figure5. The diagnosticfor this medium.
explanationand list of rejecteddata are in the text.
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seismograms
of event97/05/25 (FFC andCCM)in the
broad band contain something which looks like a precursor. One of these seismogramsis shownin Figure 4,
whereit is comparedwith two other seismograms
which
have practically the same conversionpoint. After highpassfiltering the suspectedprecursorbecomesstronger
than the main phase, whereasthe other seismograms
contain no visible precursorat all. These data suggest
that the suspectedprecursor can not be interpreted as
the phase converted in the D" layer. A similar conclusion is made with respect to the other anomalousseismogram. In other filtered records, the waveformsare
fairly similar irrespectively of the actual source func-
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